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Topic: Towards Fulfillment of Prophecies
Introduction:
The Word of God is a prophetic package. Those who mock the prophetic end up as
mockeries.
How well a man positions himself determines how far he is able to ride on the wings of the
prophetic.
Prophecies are the most potent statements anybody can come across in the world, and no
force in hell can stop them.
God depends on nobody to bring His prophecies to pass.
What are Prophecies?







Prophecies are not wishes; they are the unfolding of Divine plans. Prophecies
are not human reasoning, neither are they calculations of arithmetic. They are the
revelation of God’s divine agenda.
Prophecies are not philosophical assertions; they are Divine verdicts (Ezekiel
12:21).
Prophecies are not psychological predictions; they are sworn verdicts (Isaiah
14:24): Every genuine prophetic word is a divine verdict and it requires nobody’s
support. The purpose of God will surely come to pass.
Prophecies are not metaphysical permutations; they are the unveiling of God’s
plans for man: When God speaks, the only business we have is just to believe it.

How Powerful are Prophecies?




God speaks according to Himself, not according to us. He speaks according to
what He can do, not what we can do.
God speaks according to His capacity, not according to our Limitations (2
Kings 7:1-2).
God speaks according to His Power, not according to our weaknesses. (psalm
66:7)







God speaks according to His authority, not according to our inabilities (Luke
4:36). God does not beg issues. He does not appeal to forces of darkness. With
authority, He displaces the works of the enemies.
God speaks according to His resources, not according to our limited access. He
speaks according to his bountiful resources and not according to our lacks and
wants (Haggai 2:8).
God speaks according to His integrity (Titus 1:2). When God speaks, He will not
deny himself. Anything God says, you can count on it because His integrity depends
on it.

Conclusion
While God speaks to our lives, Prophets speak to our moments (Amos 3:7). Prophets are
God’s spokespersons and it is wise to obey them.

